FRENCH LANGUAGE

This faculty-led program takes students to France for intensive language study and cultural immersion. Students will spend four weeks in the South of France, more specifically in Antibes, for a four-week program of study in the Centre International d’Antibes (CIA) where students will be instructed by local teachers of the academy. As a result, students will have the opportunity to completely immerse themselves in a beautiful area of France and to work intensely on their French language skills both in and out of the classroom.

VISIT:
- Nice, Grasse and the changing of the guard in Monaco

LEARN:
- about French culture,
- cuisine (specifically pan bagnat) and perfume

TOUR:
- the Picasso museum

EARN:
- 6 credits in (one 4 credit class and one 2 credit class) FREN 1050, 1150, 2050, 2150, 3070, 3080, and LANG 3990

SCHEDULE AND FEES

2 weeks after acceptance: $500 deposit
March 15: Program fee remainder (TBD, estimated at $2,400) and insurance
By University deadline: Tuition

PROGRAM LEADERS

- Virginie Reali, Lecturer of French

For more information:
studyabroad@usu.edu
virginie.reali@usu.edu
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